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Tone

In order to mix colours artists define them in terms of tone, saturation and hue. Here is a light 
saturated yellow, a mid tone neutralised pink and a dark tone, saturated blue.

Colours are set out below tonally from the lightest to the darkest and can be described as being light, 
dark or middle ranging tones.

Saturation

For some people the tonal arrangement throws up a problem, the yellow somehow seems out of 
place. The tone is difficult to judge because the yellow is also saturated. A saturated colour is bright, 
clear or intense. Saturated colours can be any tone. 

The same colours are re-arranged below with the most saturated on the left and the most neutralised 
on the right.



Hue

Here colours are arranged according to hue. The hues of colour are the common names we give them; 
red, green, blue, orange, purple, etc. With this arrangement the colours follow the order we see them 
in a rainbow and as the colours at each end are the same it is possible to arrange the colours as a circle 
- The Colour Wheel.

The Colour Wheel



Desaturated Colour Wheel

It is possible to make different versions of the colour wheel using colours of similar saturation. These 
colour wheels enable you to judge the hue and saturation of any colour.

Saturated
More neutralised 
version of the 
same colour



The arrangement of hues as a colour wheel gives pairs of colours which are opposite each other. If we 
take any of these pairs and mix them together, effectively we are still mixing the three primaries. For 
example if we mix red with green (a mixture of blue and yellow) we are mixing the three primaries and 
we get black. This is the case for any of the opposite pairs of colours on the colour wheel and it is this 
property that is so useful in colour mixing.

Here pairs of opposite colours are mixed in varying amounts to produce three scales of colours graded 
from one to the other through black. It is a very instructive exercise to take pairs of opposite colours 
and mix them in this way. 

Primary Colours Mixing Black

There are three colours in the colour wheel that are different from 
the rest. Red, blue and yellow are known as primary colours and 
are the only colours on the wheel that cannot be mixed from the 
others. Also when mixed together in the correct proportion the three 
primaries make black as shown here.

The challenge for artists in mixing colour is how to mix the more 
subtle neutralised colours and here the colour wheel provides the 
solution.

If you get brown rather than 
black in the middle then 
either the balance between 
the colours is not quite right 
or the colours are not quite 
opposites. 

Try changing one of your 
colours for it’s neighbour 
on the colour wheel. For 
example if mixing red and 
green gives you brown then 
try red with blue-green.

Tip



It is relatively easy to mix most of the clear, saturated colours, they are usually mixtures of varying 
amounts of any two of the primaries to produce a range of saturated reds, blues, yellows, purples, 
greens and oranges; these are known as secondary colours.

Secondary Colours
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